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The World Islamic Call Society site is launching now - YAXS
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Arabxoops are pleased to announce the launch of www.islamic-call.net, a new website featuring
news, events and publications of the world islamic call society ( WICS ).

Due to the fact that WICS is an international society, the website content has to be available in
several languages. The website content is actually available in arabic, english, french, spanish
and housa ( african language ).

Arabic interface is completed now and other interfaces are under construction.

Varity of modules are mainly used in our website, it involve: news, smartsection, mastop_go2,
extcal, booklists and addresses module. Moreover, there are two of the major modules made by
arabxoops: xsgal ( simple gallery based on lightbox effect ) and rased ( who is online with the
country flags ) are applied too.

Best Regards,
Mowaffak Ali
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